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1. Introduction 
 

Recently, the Economist newspaper wrote that “Overhauling the public 
services is proving slower and harder than the government once 

hoped”. Effective reform requires vision, political will, public support, 
leadership and effective transformation. So far, there is a very real 

danger that the majority of the cuts, following the Spending Review, 
will fall on front-line services, with little visibility of proposed 

transformation activities to support the Government’s Reform Agenda. 
 

Traditionally, transformation activities in the Public Sector have been 
conducted by the big consulting firms, like Accenture etc.   

 

This White Paper will argue that the Government will significantly 
lower both the risk and cost of major transformation activities by 

turning to Professional Interims, as well as major consulting firms. 
 

With the term “Professional Interims” (“PIs”) not being universally 
used, for purposes of this White Paper, it is necessary to differentiate 

between PIs, consultants and contractors:  
 

 Professional Interims advise, implement and transfer knowledge to 
the client. The PI usually reports to the client board level and has far 

greater leeway and independent control than a consultant or a 
contractor 

 

 Consultants mainly advise (and occasionally implement), but retains 
proprietary knowledge and techniques 

 
 Contractors are generally subject specialists, engaged to execute set 

pieces of work, and have far less independence, authority, 

responsibility and scope than PIs, usually reporting to second level line 
managers or their reports  

 

2. Problem Statement 
 
The Government is asking the Public Sector (both Central and Local 
Government) to cut costs significantly to substantially reduce the 

budget deficit before the next election. Secondly, the Government has 
an ambitious Reform Agenda that will probably impact every 

Government department and local authority. 
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Effective reform normally requires vision, political will, public support, 

leadership and effective transformation – with sustained momentum 
and huge intensification of effort. With Public Sector organizations 

likely to be weakened by the cuts, there is a very high risk that they 

will struggle with the transformation programmes required to deliver 
the Reform Agenda.  

 
In the past, the Public Sector would have turned to consultants, 

contractors and professional interims to augment their own resources 
to help implement major transformation programs. 

 
As part of its austerity measures to cut costs, the Cabinet Office 

introduced blanket controls on all consultants, contractors and 
professional interims. These controls require a valid business case, 

plus ministerial and Cabinet Office approval. In the short-term, these 
controls have been effective in reducing costs. Within the PI industry, 

these controls have become known as the “Catch 22 controls” (“Catch 
22”) because a PI or consultant is often required to help draft the 

business case.  

 
The Public Sector will need to turn to the major outsourced services 

providers and big consultancies to deliver the programs to deliver the 
Reform Agenda. Despite protracted procurement and contract 

negotiation processes, these large firms will be ultimately be 
motivated to look after their own commercial interests. Unfortunately, 

as many National Audit Office publications show, there is a poor record 
of major technology and transformation programmes in the Public 

Sector – indeed that record was established in more normal times, 
rather than exceptional times. 

 
This White Paper argues that the selective removal of the Cabinet 

Office’s Catch 22 controls, and the limited deployment of PIs, working 
client-side alongside Public Sector managers, would be in the national 

interest. It will also support the Government’s Small Business and 

Enterprise agenda.   
 

3. Previous Options 
 

For a large transformation programme, the Public Sector would quickly 
recognize that it does not have the skills and resources in house and 

would go out to tender for specialist services. In the main, this work 
would go to large technology, outsourcing and consulting houses 

(“third party suppliers”).  
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The third party suppliers would typically be matched by a large 
internal Public Sector team, mobilized under a former program of 

work. These individuals would be seconded from other roles, and their 

own jobs normally backfilled by contractors, or short-term 
employment contracts. In practice, many of the internal programme 

team would be specialist contractors or PIs, with vast experience of 
similar programmes, both within the Public Sector and other 

industries. 
 

4. Dr Alf’s Oldman’s Solution  
 

This White Paper has resulted from an extended period of discussion 

and reflection within the PI community, with individual Professional 
Interims (PIs) and PI Providers (agencies) – many of the latter 

operating under the various Public Sector framework agreements. 
 

The proposed solution is to ask the Cabinet Office to set up a 
specialist set of rules to facilitate deployment of PIs on 

transformation programmes that are part of the Government’s 
Reform Agenda. 

 
PIs run their own businesses and are senior people, typically with 

board level experience in major Public and Private Sector 
organizations. PIs represent a much misunderstood strategic resource, 

with a proven record covering strategy, leadership and delivery, in 
particular in transformation activities. PIs are available in days, 

implement at speed and typically deliver benefits worth ten to twenty 

times whatever they are paid. They are objective, independent and 
totally unaligned. PIs generally cost less than fifty percent of big 

consulting firms’ fees for identical work. Also, unlike PIs, consulting 
firms often have to field junior, inexperienced people. 

 
What is the risk associated with this proposed solution? 

 
PIs are relatively few in number (estimates vary between three and 

five thousand depending upon definition), compared with the big 
consulting and outsourcing firms, and something might happen to the 

individual, whereas with a consultancy a whole team can be replaced 
with another one sitting in reserve. The answer to this is that PIs can 

do much more in a shorter time, by transferring knowledge and 
leaving a legacy which Public Sector staff can build on long into the 

future and well past the exit of the PI. PIs who succumb to illness, 
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death or incapacity can be replenished easily from databases owned by 

the interim management providers of which there are more than two 
hundred. The UK probably has the most developed and talented 

interim management industry in the World – a real competitive 

advantage. 
 
 

5. Implementation 
 

Implementation is relatively straight-forward. Help is required to 

convince the Cabinet Office that the proposal is in the national 
interest.  

 
Selective deployment of PIs would validate bottom-up costings, 

provide independent risk assessment of Reform transformation 
programmes, support hard-pressed Public Sector managers and 

provide truly independent challenge to third party suppliers of 
technology, outsourcing and consultancy services. PIs are typically 

experts in effective implementation.  
 

6. Summary 
 

This White Paper argues that the Government will significantly lower 

both the risk and cost of major transformation activities by turning to 
Professional Interims, in addition to major consulting firms and 

outsource providers. 
 

The proposed solution is to ask the Cabinet Office to set up a specialist 
set of rules to facilitate deployment of Professional Interims (“PI”) on 

transformation programmes that are part of the Government’s Reform 
Agenda. PIs would be expected to save a minimum of ten times their 

cost. This solution is consistent with the Government’s Small Business 
and Enterprise agenda. 

 
Dr Alf Oldman 

Bath, UK 
 

Mobile: +44 7778 45 00 80 
Email: alf@alfoldman.com 

Web site: - http://www.alfoldman.com 
Blog: http://dralfoldman.wordpress.com/  

mailto:alf@alfoldman.com
http://www.alfoldman.com/
http://dralfoldman.wordpress.com/
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7. Appendix A: Dr Alf Oldman’s Profile 
 

Alf Oldman is a highly accomplished Independent Finance, Transition & 
Transforming Leader, with an exceptionally strong record of designing 

& delivering organization-wide ERP/Shared Services change 
programmes, specialising in Back Office Cost Reduction, including 

Finance, HR, Procurement, Property, Facilities & IT.  Alf combines 
stakeholder management experience in complex, multi-cultural 

organisations in both Public & Private sectors (e.g. UNESCO, HMRC, 
DEFRA, ONS, Remploy), with sound financial judgement, extensive IT 

skills, & proven organization development (OD) capability. Prior to 
becoming independent, Alf had a successful career in senior 

international financial & general management in major multi-nationals, 

operating globally. Chartered Accountant, Doctor of Business 
Administration, fluent French, & worked in over thirty countries. Alf’s 

personal objective is to help deliver major organisation change, 
focusing upon culture, processes, accountabilities & structure.  
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